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Set 30 years after Return of the Jedi, The Force Awakens brings Luke, Leia and Han Solo together

with a new cast of characters. TheyÃƒÂƒ'ÃƒÂ‚'re back to fight a new evil in the galaxy and to

continue George LucasÃƒÂƒ'ÃƒÂ‚'s epic story-here in full-page images spiral bound with smaller

monthly grids. Includes a bonus poster.Features your favorite Star Wars Episode VII

charactersFREE bonus posterSeptember-December 2015 overview

Calendar
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The calendar doesn't have the normal calendar type of display where you can write in birthdays and

appointments. The days are written from top to bottom in a list on the left side of each month. And

the months are printed duplex on a page, so there isn't even the ability to flip forward or back a

month without taking the calendar completely down. This is fine for the pictures, but useless as a

calendar. No wonder there aren't any pictures of the calendar on the  site. If you knew what it was

like inside, you'd never get it.

The pictures are great, but there is no room to write appointments or other information you'd

normally write on a calendar. Functionally, it is pretty much useless.

The pictures are nice and very professional look.Problem the only picture was a the cover, so did

not realize the calendar was more like a poster.The days are numeric and do not have Square

areas to write any notes. Unfortunately we use are calendars and write schedule notes, which there



is no area to do this.It makes for a good item for a kids room if you just wan to know the day.For

someone that uses their calendar to record schedules then this is not the calendar for you.I am

giving this a 3 star only because it was misleading showing no other photos of the interior, if it was

intentional then it would be a 1 star, but hopefully it was not intentional, so 3 star for quality of the

pictures.

We were expecting a more traditional style calendar with room to write on the days of the month to

add birthdays and special events. The images are great, and our son loves it, but he really enjoys

adding the birthdays of his friends and family to each month and you really can't do that on this

calendar. The images online revealed this if I would have looked more carefully. I guess it was my

own fault.

This calendar is somewhat bigger than the standard size, which means that if you're going to hang it

on a cubicle wall with push pins, you'll need to group a couple of them together. However, the

poster (with a mini calendar printed along one edge) is perfectly glossy and gorgeous.

This calendar look beautiful, but I took one star off because of a lack of function. The photos a huge

but it's one square (not two opened up like a book), and the calendar part of it is super tiny on the

side. We actually had intended to use this as a calendar but it's almost impossible to. We're keeping

it for the pictures, but had to buy a second calendar to actually have for dates.

This is really not a very good calendar. There is no grid to write on. It just list the days of the month

next to the picture. So if you are looking for a calendar to keep track of appointments, schedules

and so forth, this is not the one you want to get. Very disappointed.

very, very little room to write appointments or other reminders on it, but the pictures are nice.
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